What’s On: Exhibitor Highlights
AB Precision will explain how Remotely Operated Vehicles can make a significant difference
to emergency services operations including CBRN and search and rescue.
AEBI Smidt is to give a UK premiere to its flexible and versatile MT 750 fire truck, sure to
attract attention from many of the UK’s 52 regional fire and rescue services, thanks to its
slim profile, extreme maneuverability, off-road capabilities and can-do attitude.
AES will be demonstrating all of its fleet management solutions on its stand
Airport Fire Officers Association holds it AGM at the Show
Armadillo Merino will be explaining why firefighters’ choice of underwear has a real impact
on their safety, performance and comfort. Its latest range of superfine merino wool clothing
will be on display.
Aritisi will be sharing details of how it has helped clients to build effective cyber security
strategies
Bariquins will display its bariatric mannequin and share alarming statistics on obesity.
Blue Light Services will be releasing three new vehicles at the Show.
BMW Group celebrates a proud 45-year heritage of supplying roads policing vehicles by
displaying special heritage vehicles alongside their modern counterparts.
Boot Repair Company encourages visitors to bring their worn out boots to the stand for
repair. It will be selling the ever popular and adjustable Orthosole insoles.
Bristol Uniforms will have its biggest-ever stand at the Show this year with a new
Collaborative Framework section.
British Burn Association visit their stand to find out about The Burns Game, an educational
board game to improve the initial management of burns developed in partnership with
Birmingham City University
British Red Cross will be showcasing a bespoke vehicle designed by Land Rover to support
their work in Austria.

Brother UK will be showcasing AIRScouter, an advanced head-mounted display designed to
increase safety and productivity for drone pilots in the emergency services.
Cartwright Conversions will showcase a newly designed Patient Transport Service vehicle
and a police dog van built on a Ford Transit Custom.
CIPHER Medical are back for a second year at The Emergency Services Show to provide free
training for health care professionals, ambulance staff, police and fire. Employing its
education ethos of ‘Making excellence the clinical standard’, it will explore areas such as
traumatic cardiac arrest, stab wounds, end of life care and both days will include a live
resuscitative thoracotomy demonstration.
Chevin Fleet Solutions – exhibiting for the first time. Showcasing latest versions of software
for all bluelights including FleetWare CORE. Live demonstrations and one to one
consultations throughout the Show.
Class Professional Publishing launching 3 new books at timed events - with cake! Author of
Emergency Birth in the Community and midwife with 24 years of experience will be
available on the stand. Also have a separate fire stand where launching another publication.
CPDme will be supporting the Show for the second year with an interactive CPD certificate
station, issuing attendees with CPD certificates for the Show’s free seminars.
Doc-Works will be giving demonstrations of its paper to digital compliance and reporting
solutions
Drager demonstrating drug and alcohol testing kits. Also an escape hood for fire fighters to
use on casualties. They will have a barista on the stand. Come and join them for a coffee
and chat. Special buy one get one half price offer on transport ventilator.
DSTL (the MOD Defence Science & Technology Laboratory) will be running photo-realistic
virtual reality demonstrations.
Dupont will introduce the new Tychem TK fully encapsulating suit (with self-contained
breathing apparatus) which provides an effective barrier against more than 300 chemicals.
Excelerate will feature new solutions for implementation more widely at fleet level,
connecting individual responders with the transfer of data, video and voice.
Fire Ladders & Equipment will be showing new ideas with great savings in space and cost
including its new “A” Frame made up using short extension ladders with a high load
capacity.
Fire Service Research & Training Trust will launch a new website and four new grant
opportunities at the Show.

Fire Service Rota will introduce the Tiered Response Model, developed by Buckinghamshire
Fire & Rescue Service and implemented into the scheduling software recently.
Fire Hosetech will showcase its Tipsa range which was put to good use in the fight against
the recent moorland fires.
Flood Protection Solutions will be showcasing the Water-Gate barrier which offers huge
cost and efficiency savings to the emergency services.
Freelance Surgical will showcase the all-new CalpelCric developed to allow users to follow
the new difficult airway guidelines.
Handheld UK will showcase the new Nautiz X9 Android rugged PDA along with its complete
family of rugged computers.
Holmatro will be exhibiting latest products including faster-than-ever cordless rescue tools,
new lifting bag range, and the Inclined Cutter – a unique Holmato invention with a tilted
blade that maximises working space.
In Safe Hands will give visitors virtual reality tour of simulation centre training facilities on
its stand.
International Ambulance set to unveil its advanced ACESO ambulance prototype at the
Show
Iqarus invites visitors to enter their business cards into a prize draw on their stand. The
draw will take place at the end of day 2 and the winner will receive a FREE CPD training
course at its Hereford training centre in Rotherwas during one of its scheduled courses
Keela will exhibit its latest addition to the range, the Sentinel half-jacket that allows wearers
to operate and access equipment unhindered.
Landau will be displaying Seabob Rescue dubbed the lifesavers’ watercraft which could even
be used as a surveillance craft for water-based activities
Leicestershire Fire & Rescue Services will be launching 2-3 new virtual reality training
sessions
LHD Group Deutschland will present a “Kinetic” suit with new lightweight materials and
solutions to prevent skin contamination such as flash hoods to protect the transition area
between the jacket collar and helmet mask.
Lyon Equipment will be showcasing a number of Lyon and Petzl products including the
ANCHORA single-piece anchor solution designed for industrial application and training
facilities.

Mangar Air Cushion Challenge. This is a speed test of setting up and inflating its emergency
lifting cushion the Mangar ELK. They are offering a bottle of bubbly to whoever can make it
to the top of its leaderboard.
MEDCAX is launching Stephan EVE-TR emergency transport ventilator for adult, paediatric,
infant and neonates.
National Fire Chiefs Council running free seminar programme on their stand.
NESM (National Emergency Services Memorial) is raising £2m to build Britain's first
National Emergency Services Memorial, to honour all who serve/have served in the
emergency services (including volunteers and service animals), and to honour the 5000+
people who have lost their lives in the line of duty. The NESM held its first annual
emergency services day on 9 September.
NightSearcher will be showcasing its latest innovation, Pro Star, a search and floodlight.
Northamptonshire Joint Command Vehicle There are closed “Connected Vehicle Strategy
Sessions” sessions by appointment only (Day 1 10.30-12.00 and Day 3 14.00-15.30) hosted
by Northamptonshire Fire & Rescue and Police Joint Operations Team. Find out more about
the Joint Command Unit and Excelerate’s new ConneX hub that can be integrated to any
front-line response vehicle to provide secure and private connectivity. Also “walk through”
seminars on their stand as part of Technology Seminar Programme.
O & H to launch a new vehicle (w/c 03/09) - photocall on their stand (G27) on Weds
19th September at 10am.
Ortus Group (UK distributors for the corpuls defibrillator range), will be supporting its
German manufacturers by having a German beer garden on its stand! One half of its stand
demonstrates up and coming technology, the other half is a typical Bavarian style beer
garden, serving German beer, soft drinks, tea, coffee, bratwurst and pretzels. Will also be
launching the first turbine-driven ventilator for the ambulance market.
Palm Equipment will launch its new Rescue Universal PFD and feature products such as the
industry-leading Rescue Extrem PFD and Rescue throwlines.
Petzl will exhibit the new DUO line of headlamps.
Plas Menai will be introducing 10 new training options developed by Rescue 3.
Premier Communication Electronics will be showcasing its outfitted and fully-customised
Mitsubishi Shogun installed with emergency warning equipment and in-vehicle
communication solutions for all mission-critical situations. PCE has also teamed up with
Hytera to demonstrate the VM685 Bodycam.
Primetech will demonstrate its advanced MultiNet Communications system

Public Health England will launch the recently updated Chemical, Biological, Radiological
and Nuclear Incidents: Clinical Management and Health Protection handbook
Mobile Massage team of professionally trained therapists will be providing energising and
releasing 10-minute back-and-head massages. Visitors are invited to pay whatever they feel
the massage was worth.
Rennicks Integrated Vehicle Mounted VMS – a mobile traffic information system - will be
demonstrated, along with their range of exceptional conspicuity materials
Rig Equipment will be launching the Rig Eagle Ultra (non safety boot).
Ring Carnation will be previewing the next generation of its specialist vehicle electronic
management solution genisys.
Rosenbauer taking an extra-large stand following a continued period of growth. Surrey Fire
& Rescue Service’s new “Super-Pumper” will be unveiled. In the outdoor area, visitors can
“fly” the all-new XS 3.0 articulated turntable ladder which has greater rescue capability than
any other turntable ladder on the market.
Royal Society for Public Health will be promoting their Emergency Services Hub and
encouraging visitors to sign up to their Scroll Free September campaign
Ruth Lee will be opening applications for its social commitment project “Volunteer Heroes”
through which they will offer financial support or equipment to volunteer rescue teams
around the world.
Simulaids will be showcasing “Alex”, the company’s patient communication simulator
South Central Ambulance Service is recruiting at the Show. Find out about opportunities in
SCAS frontline, call centre, patient transport and support roles.
Southern Scientific will be demonstrating two products. The Serstech 100 indictor for
unknown white powder incidents and Tracerco electronic personal dosimeter for radiation
monitoring.
Steroplast Healthcare will showcase its Smart Technical Applicator Tourniquet ideal for
mass casualty incidents and easy for even untrained citizens to apply.
Survitec will be showcasing its enhanced flood rescue range including a new inflatable
emergency response boat. It will also be briefing visitors on its RESCU high-rise building
evacuation system.
Tactical UK are giving visitors the chance to meet members of the Red Devil’s Freefall
Parachute display team and enter a competition to win a tandem jump!

TECDRON will be exhibiting its latest robot named SENTINEL. Customers include the Parisian
and Amsterdam fire brigades.
The Big Emergency will officially launch on stand D45. This non-profit charitable
organisation is on a mission to ensure all UK emergency service departments, and voluntary
rescue organisations, have all the essential rescue equipment they require to maintain high
rescue standards, and keep rescue personnel safe while saving lives.
UK Firefighter Sailing Challenge will launch its 2019 Regatta on its stand on Thursday 20th
September at 11am. Sponsorship opportunities available.
UKISAR celebrating 25th anniversary at the Show
Vimpex launching FirstLook360 search camera making live streaming possible from within
confined spaces
WAS UK showing a concept all-electric ambulance and a new layout to improve paramedic
safety enabling them to use a seatbelt.
WH Bence will be displaying latest developments in command and control, and connected
vehicles. See the full range of cameras they offer and how they can connect to anywhere in
the world. They will unveil the partnership between Airbox and Bence Command who
together have developed an incident command and control software
WMFS will be demonstrating the Exercise and Examination Virtual Reality (XVR) incident
command simulation unit. It has been designed for the education, training and assessment
of incident response and management for the emergency services. Staff from Staffordshire
and West Midlands Fire Control and occupational health teams will also be taking part, and
fire investigation dog Kai (together with handler, Mat) are also expected to make an
appearance.
Zoll will launch the EMS Challenge; an interactive experience where all participants will have
the opportunity to experience ZOLL’s advanced technologies first-hand. The challenge
features four stations for delegates to complete. Free T-shirt for everyone who completes
the challenge.

